Bring Out the Sass! A Smart Womans Guide to Transforming your
Relationship into a True Partnership

LADIES Have you been taken for granted,
taken advantage of... been a DOORMAT?
What about Not being heard by your man?
Feeling like the only one who cared in your
relationship? Wondering why so-called
bitchy and sassy girls have men in the
palms of their hands while sweet and
caring women like you get I like you but
Im not in love with you time after time?
Confused why your attentiveness and
tender lovin care are continually taken for
granted and unappreciated? If any of these
sound familiar girl, you need to bring out
the SASS! Figure out what it takes to shed
the doormat label, command respect, and
build your relationship into a TRUE
partnership! Bring Out the SASS! will
show you exactly how the baddest and
sassiest bitches turn men into putty and
how you can too while remaining true to
yourself. Sass isnt about manipulating
men, the 3 day text rule or any other silly
games Cosmo or your friends tell you
about to get attention and create attraction.
Youll learn how to apply powerful mindset
and lifestyle changes to make yourself
seriously irresistible to men. Bring Out the
SASS! Isnt just a book of pep talks and
witty mottos. This book will change your
entire perception on dating relationships
and yourself. Heres a peek into the
powerful insights youll learn:
How to
attract women like the sassy girls you
know and love/hate Making your man feel
like a man and not your son How killing
him with kindness will backfire on you
The subtle ways to make him pursue you
and believe it How to stay true to yourself,
yet discover your best qualities In addition
to: Finding your inner independent and
powerful sass Prioritizing yourself as an
ends to becoming insanely attractive
Challenging and inspiring your man being
his muse Gaining true confidence (and
sexiness) through honesty and vulnerability
All summed up in a convenient Sassy Girl
cheat sheet! Learn how to finally turn men
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into putty while remaining true to yourself!
Become the one men lust after. Grow
yourself into the woman of his dreams and
keep him chasing. Crack the code to
getting the guy and keeping him
captivated. Upgrade your lifestyle and
patterns in amazingly positive ways. Dont
hesitate to pick up your copy of Bring Out
the SASS! Today and discover what youve
been missing! P.S. Sassy is a compliment
nice and sweet are NOT!
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